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I. Introduction

In the new dynamical theory of economics there arises a very general

problem which can be said to be a generalization of the Lagrange problem in

the calculus of variations.! It will not be necessary to consider the formu-

lation of the corresponding economic theory here since I have already done

this in another paper. § It would hardly be fair, however, to introduce the

reader to a rather unusual mathematical situation without giving some hint

as to its origin. It seems desirable, therefore, to give first a brief economic

formulation of the problem whose mathematical aspects will be discussed

in this paper.

If there are two producers of an identical commodity C, manufacturing,

respectively, amounts ui{x) and ui{x) of C per unit time, subject to the

respective cost functions 4>\{u\, ul, «2, ul, u3, ul, x) and <fo(wi, ul, «2, ul,

«3, ul, %), where u3{x) is the selling price of C at a time x, then the respective

profits obtained during an interval of time x0 ̂  x ^ Xi are

h =   I    [«3«i — 0i(wi,«i ,«2,«2,«3,«3 ,x)]dx,
J *,

h =   I    [«3«2 — <t>2{ui,u{ ,u2,ul ,uz,ui ,x)]dx,

where <¡>i and 02 are assumed to be continuous with their first and second

derivatives with respect to all their arguments, and primes denote derivatives

with respect to time x.

The rates of production Ui{x) and u2{x) and the price u3{x) will satisfy an

equation of demand which in the general case will be of the form

* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1926; received by the editors December 2, 1926.

t National Research FeEow in Mathematics.

X For a special example of this problem, see C. F. Roos, A mathematical theory of competition,

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 47 (1925), pp. 163-175. See also G. C. Evans, The dynamics

of monopoly, American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 31 (1921).

§ C. F. Roos, A dynamical theory of economics, Journal of Political Economy, vol. 35 (1927).

See also Roos, Dynamical economics, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 13 (1927).
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(1) G(ui, m/ , ■ • •, ui,x) =   I   P(ui, «i1, • ■ • , m/, x,s)ds

where G and P have continuity properties similar to those of fa and fa*

Each manufacturer will consider his rate of production to be influenced by

the rate of production of his competitor only through the equation of demand,

and will desire to determine his own rate of production in such a way that

he obtains a maximum profit over some interval of time, say x0^x^Xi.

The problem of competition for this state of affairs will then be the-

problem of determining a curve T in the space («i, u2, m3, x), satisfying a

functional equation (1), such that an integral Ih taken along r from Xo to

*i, is a maximum when u2 is momentarily held fixed, and such that a second

integral h, also taken along T from x0 to Xi, is a maximum when Mi is mo-

mentarily held fixed. In the usual case the initial time x0 and the correspond-

ing initial values of the uif i = l, 2, 3, are fixed. The end time Xi and the

corresponding end values of the m¿ may be regarded as fixed or not, depending

upon the nature of the problem under consideration. Both cases will be

considered at some length in the following paragraphs.

For the particular case P=0 the equation of demand becomes simply a

first-order differential equation. For this case the problem of competition

can be solved by the methods employed in the classical Lagrange problem

in the calculus of variations.f In order to obtain a solution in the classical

way we need, however, two sets of Lagrange multipliers, and this makes

the problem quite difficult. In the following pages I shall give an analysis

for the case in which the rates of production and price are related by a

differential equation of demand G(ui, u{, u2, u2, m3, ul, x) = 0 without using

multipliers, and shall obtain necessary and sufficient conditions. These

conditions, although functional in character, seem simpler than the corre-

sponding conditions which would be obtained by the classical analysis.

In discussing the Lagrange problem for several differential equations

Gk(ui, m/, • • • , «„, «„', x)=0, k = l, • ■ • , m<n, I introduce the theory

of Volterra integral equations into my analysis to replace the classical

theory by means of multipliers. This use of the theory of integral equations

enables me to obtain a method for solving the more general problem for which

Pk(ui, u{, • ■ • , m„, «„', x, s) ^0. So far as I know this use of integral equa-

* Roos, Dynamical economics, loc. cit.

t J. Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, pp. 217 and sequence. See also G. A. Bliss,

The Problem of Lagrange in the Calculus of Variations, lectures given at the University of Chicago,

summer quarter 1925, mimeographed by O. E. Brown, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.
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tions is entirely new. As a result the following exposition, although lengthy,

does not represent a complete treatment of the subject.

II. Fixed end points.  Eulerian equations in functional form

1. Geometrical interpretation of the problem. In order to make our

analysis easier to follow let us first examine the problem for which both

end points are fixed, and for which P(uu ui, ■ • ■ , x, s)=0, from a geo-

metrical view point. In the hyperspace («i, «2, w3, x) let M2 = w2(at) be any

function, continuous with its first derivative, and substitute this value of w2

in the integrand Fi(ui, u{, ■ ■ ■ ,ui, x) of an integral Iu corresponding to the

Ii of the introduction, and in the differential equation G = 0. The function

Fi becomes a function Fi(uh u{, u?.{x), ui(x), u3, ui , x), and G = 0 becomes

a differential equation G(«i, u{, u2(x), u{(x), u3, u{, x)=0. The problem

of finding ui = yi(x) which maximizes 7i is thus reduced to the problem of

finding a function yi{x) which maximizes

U =   I   Fi{ui,uí ,Ui{x),ui(x),u3,uá ,x)dx,

and satisfies G = 0 and given end conditions whatever they may be.

Again, if ui(x)=yi(x) be substituted in the integrand F2 and in G = 0,

these become, respectively, Fi(yi(x), yí(x), w2, u4, us, ui, x) and G(yi(x),

y{{x), Ui, ui, m3> ui, x)=0. Choosing the function Ui{x) = y2(z) so that it

satisfies G = 0 and maximizes

h =   I   Ft{yi{x),yl (x),u2,ui ,u3,ui ,x)dx

completes the solution of the problem, for wi and u3 have already been

determined in terms of ui(x). It is important to note that we have assumed

the existence of a solution without showing that one actually exists. Condi-

tions for the existence of a solution will be discussed in Part IV of this paper.

2. Admissible arcs and variations. An arc ui = Ui(x)) i = \, 2, 3, which

is continuous on the interval Xo^x^xh and is such that the interval can

be divided into a finite number of subintervals on each of which the functions

Ui(x) have continuous derivatives up to and including those of the second

order will be called an admissible arc. This definition will permit a maximizing

arc to have a finite number of corners. All of the elements of an admissible

arc shall be required to lie in a simply connected region of a hyperspace

(«i, «2, «3, x), and to satisfy the differential equation G(«i, u{, u^, ui, «».
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ul, x) =0, and, furthermore, to satisfy certain end conditions.* In the follow-

ing paragraphs all admissible arcs will be regarded as fixed at a fixed x0, i.e.

(2) «iUo) = «10,   Ui{x0) = «20,   «sOo) = «30,

and either variable or fixed at Xi depending upon the particular problem

under consideration. The behavior of the arcs at Xi will be pointed out as

the work progresses.

If a two-parameter family of admissible arcs «, = «<(*, a, b) containing a

particular admissible arc T for the parametric values a = b = 0 be given,

we shall call the functions

íi(s) = dul{x,0,0)/da, M*) = àUi{x, 0, 0)/db

partial variations of the family along T. Ordinarily we would require a three-

parameter family to cover the space («i, «2, «3, x) completely, but the

differential equation G = 0 and the initial condition u3{x0) = u30 removes one

degree of freedom.

3. The Eulerian equations in functional form. Let us write

«a = ya + fa{x,a,b) (a =1,2),

(3) L „r M«3 = y» + 0{x,a,b),

where the \¡/a are functions, continuous in x, a and b, possessing continuous

derivatives of the first order with respect to x, a and b and vanishing when

a and b vanish. The functions ya and y3 are the functions m,(x), * = 1, 2, 3,

defining the maximizing curve T which we suppose for the present to exist

a priori.

In our analysis we shall have to require that the functions Fu F2 and G

possess continuous derivatives of the second order with respect to each of

the arguments «¿, u{, x, i = \, 2, 3, and, furthermore, that dG/dul ^0

in the interval x0 ̂  x ^ xx. Under these hypotheses the function 6 is deter-

mined by G = 0 and the first two equations of (3), except for an arbitrary

constant, as a continuous function of x, a, b with continuous derivatives

of the first order.

The derivatives dd/da and d$/db satisfy the equations of partial variations

(dG/duúdti/da + (dG/du{)ty{/da + {dG/du3)d6/da + (dG/dul)dd'/da - 0,

{dG/du^din/db + {dG/dul ) ty I /db + {dG/du3)d0/db + {dG/dul )d8'/db = 0,

and will, therefore, also be continuous and have continuous partial derivatives

* See Bliss, loc. cit., p. 3.
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of the first order, on account of the continuity requirements on G. We

further restrict the \¡/a by the following conditions:

tyi/do = ii(«), tyi/db = 0,

di2/da = 0, dxf>2/db = ¿¡¡(¡c),

when a = ô = 0. We employ the following notation: dQ/da = da(x) and

Ö0/3& = 06(z) when a = J = 0.

Since we have assumed the end values of ux and «ü to be fixed at *i

as well as at x0, we can write

£i(*o) = £i(*0 = £i(*o) = fc(*i) - 0.

For the parametric values a = Z> = 0 the function 0(íc, 0, O)=0(a;) must

satisfy the differential equations of partial variations

(4A)      (ac/a«0fi + (aG/a«i)fi + {BG/du3)ea + {dG/dui)e¡ = o,

(4B)        (aG/ô«i){i + (dG/duí)t{ + {dG/du3)6b + {dG/dui)0¿ = 0.

The first of these determines 0O in terms of & and the partial derivatives of

G with respect to «i and Wi', except for a constant, whereas the second

determines 06 in terms of £2 and the partial derivatives of G with respect

to Ui and ui, except for a constant. Choosing these constants so that each

of the partial variations da(xo) and 6b(x0) vanishes implies that the total

variation of the function 0 be zero at x0, i.e. Ô6 = daôa+0b8b = 0 at x=x0.

Conversely, since the ipa are arbitrary, the vanishing of 00 implies the

vanishing of both 0O and 0h. The equations (4) and the initial conditions (2),

therefore, completely determine the variations of u3. The functions «i and

«s have thus been classified as independent functions in a manner similar

to the way in which variables are classified in the ordinary theory of maxima

and minima of functions.

If functions u¡(x, a, b), defining a two-parameter family of admissible

arcs containing T for the parametric values a = b=0, are substituted in 7».

this integral becomes a function of a and b defined by

h{a,b) =   I   Fi{ui{x,a,b),ul(x,a,b), • • • , ui(x,a,b),x)dx.

The partial variation of this integral with respect to a reduces to

(BI1/da)Sa =   f   [(dFj/dyOii + (9Fi/dy{)b' + {dFi/dy»)ea

* + (dFJ/dyi)e'a]dxSa

for a = 6=0.
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Instead of proceeding in the classical way we shall solve the differential

equation (4) for 6a and develop a theory without the use of Lagrange mul-

tipliers.* This procedure seems to be more directly an extension of the ordi-

nary theory of maxima and minima; it allows us to obtain the Weierstrass,

Legendre and Jacobi conditions by an analysis which is simpler than that used

in the classical theory, and, furthermore, it leads to a method for solving the

Lagrange problem when the differential equations are replaced by functional

equations of the type (1). We proceed as follows:

Since by hypothesis dG/dyi u not zero in the interval x0 g x g xu the solu-

tion of (4) for da is

(5) ea = f V.[(aG3'/ayi)ii + (dGi/By{ )H }dt,

where the following notation has been introduced: (dG/dy3)/(dG/dyi)

= -dGi/dy3; {dG/dy,)/(dG/dyi) = -dGi/dys, {dG/dyl)/{dG/dyi) = -
dGi/dyl ; Vi=f* (dGi /dyi)ds. The assumption 0o(*o) =0, made above, does

not necessarily impose a limitation on this method, for, if m3 were variable at Xo,

the solution for 0a would be the solution above plus the variation of m3 at x0.

Differentiation of (5) with respect to x determines 0' by the formula

(6) e: = (dGi/dyOii + {dG{/dy{)i!

+ (dGi/dyz)  f * ^.[(aC/dyOfi + {dGi/dy{)t!]dt.

When the values of Ba and 0„' as given by (5) and (6) are substituted in

the expression denning the partial variation of I\ with respect to a, it becomes

for a = 6 = 0

(dWda)ba =   f j [èFi/dyx + {dF1/dy{)SG{/dy1](i+ [(dF1/dyi)dGi/dy{

+ dF1/dy!]Ç{ + [dFi/dy* + (dF1/dyi)dGi/dy3]  f  e^[(dGi/dyi)^

+ {dGi/dy()t{]dt\dx.

An application of Dirichlet's formula for changing the order of integration

of an iterated integral, followed by an interchange of / and x, the parameters

of integration, yields the equation

* Hadamard, loc. cit., Chapter VI, gives the classical theory.
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(dl1/da)5a =   f 'UaF^avi + (dF1/dyi)dGi/dy1 + (ßG{/dyi)Wi]ii

+ [dFi/dy{ + (dF1/dyi)dGi/dy{ + (dGi/dy{)Wi]t{~\dx,

Wl = / ' eV'[dFi/dy3 + (dFl/dyi)dGi/dy3]dt.

where

Since l-i(x) vanishes at x0 and Xi by hypothesis, an integration by parts

performed on the terms involving £i(x) of the partial variation of 7i with

respect to a furnishes the expression

(dl1/da)8a =   f Í-   f   [dF1/dy1+ (dFl/dyi)dGi/dyl + (dGi/dy1)W1]dt
J x, L    «/ *,

+ [dFt/dyi + (dF1/dyi)dGi/dy{ + (dGi/dy{)W1]\^ (x)dx,

where the coefficient of &' (x) is continuous because of the continuity require-

ments on Fi and G.

If 7i is to be a maximum along the curve T, it is necessary that (ôli/da)6a

be zero for all values of the functions £i(z). By a well known theorem of the

calculus of variations it follows that the coefficient of £1 (x) must be a

constant, that is,

(7) BFi/dyl + (dF1/dyi)dGi/dy(  + (dGi/dy{)W1

=   f   [aiVdyi + (dF1/dyi)dGi/dyl + (dGi/dyl)Wl]dt + C,,

where G is a constant to be determined by the initial conditions.

An entirely similar analysis applied to 72 yields the necessary condition

(8) dF2/dyi + (dFt/dyi )dGi/dy¿ + (dGi/dyi)Wi

=   f   [dF2/dyt + (dF2/dyi)dGi/dy2 + (dGi/dyJW^dt + Ct.

The functional-differential equations (7) and (8) are the analogues of the

Euler equations in the Du Bois-Reymond form.* Wherever the maximizing

curve T has a continuously turning tangent we can differentiate (7) and (8)

with respect to x and obtain functional-differential equations which involve

* Du Bois-Reymond, Mathematische Annalen. vol. 15 (1879), p. 313.
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second-order derivatives and which are the analogues of the Euler equations.

We can, therefore, state the following theorem.

Theorem 1. In order that an admissible arc T in the space («i, «2, «3, x),

satisfying a differential equation G{ux, ul, u2, ul, u3, ul, x) = 0 and initial

conditions Ui{x0)=Ui0, «i(*i)=«»i> maximize an integral Ii when «2 is not

allowed to vary and at the same time maximize a second integral h when «i is

not allowed to vary, it is necessary that this curve satisfy the functional-differential

equations (7) and (8). // the maximizing curve has a continuously turning tan-

gent atx,Xo^x^Xi,it must satisfy the equations

(9) dFk/dyk + {dFk/dyl )dGl/dyk + {dGl/dyy) Wk-[dFk/dy¿
dx

+ {dFk/dyl)dGl/dy¿ + {dGl/dyl)Wk\ = 0    (A = 1,2),

obtained by differentiating (7) and (8) with respect to x.

Functional-differential equations of the type (9), with our form of W*,

have not been discussed in the literature. It would be desirable to be able

to say that a unique solution of these equations plus the differential equation

G = 0 exists whenever end values «i(#o)=«>o and m,(xi)=m,i are given.

This problem will not be discussed in the present paper.* It may be mentioned,

however, that I have already exhibited a special example for which the system

(9) reduces to a system of Volterra integral equations, and have actually

found the solution.f Let us examine (7) and (8) from a different point of view.

In particular if Fi=Ft, the problem reduces to a strict Lagrange problem.

No assumption which would prevent this has been made, hence we have

the following

Corollary. The equations resulting from (7) and (8) by putting Fi=Ft

must be satisfied by a curve satisfying a differential equation G = 0 and initial

conditions «,(xo)=«io, «i(*i)=«ii if this curve is to maximize an integral

I =   I     Fi{ui,ul ,ut,ul ,u3,ul,x)dx
JH

in which both «i and «2 vary independently.

* L. M. Graves, Implicit functions and differential equations in general analysis, these Trans-

actions, vol. 29, pp. 515-552, gives imbedding and existence theorems for a system which includes

(9) as a special case. If yk'" is continuous, we can reduce (9) to a differential equation of the third

order by a differentiation, because of the form of Wk, and existence theorems for differential equa-

tions will apply.

t Roos, A mathematical theory of competition, loc. cit., p. 167.
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The methods of this part can be extended without difficulty to the case

for which there are n integrals

h =   I    Fh(ui,u{ , ■ ■ ■ , un,u¿ ,un+i,u¿+l,x)dx      [h = 1,2, • • • , ft)

and one differential equation G(uu u', ■ ■ • , «„, u„, «n+i, «n'+i> *) = 0> in

which case n functional equations of the type (7) result.

III. Variable end points.   Analogues of Weierstrass and Legendre

conditions

4. Problem with one end point variable. In the preceding paragraphs a

problem in simultaneous maxima for fixed end points has been considered.

The problem is even more interesting when one end parameter, say Xi, and the

corresponding end values are allowed to vary.

Consider the problem of determining a curve T in the space («i, «2, «a,

M«, x) satisfying a differential equation

G(ui,u{ ,u2,ui ,u3,ui ,Ui,ul ,x) = 0

such that an integral

h =  j    F(ui,u{ , • • • , m4,ul ,x)dx

is a maximum when «i and u2 are allowed to vary independently, but not u3,

and such that a second integral

/2=f    F2(ui,u{ , • • • , «4,w4' ,x)dx

is a maximum when u3 is allowed to vary independently, but not U\ and «2.

We assume the end parameter x0 and the end values Ui(xa) =Ui<¡ to be fixed,

and the end parameter xi and the corresponding end values of the «i to be

variable. Let us assume as we did in Part II that dG/dui ?¿0 for the region

which contains admissible arcs «»(*), t = l, 2, 3, 4, and that the functions

Fa, a. = 1, 2, and G are continuous in Wi, «2, u3, ui} ui, u2, ui, ui, x and have

continuous partial derivatives of the first order with respect to these argu-

ments.

5. Functional transversality conditions. In the functions Fa and G

replace the functions «,•(*), i = l, 2, 3, 4, by a set Ui=ft(x, ah a2, a3), where

the/i are functions of x and parameters a\, a2 and <i3, continuous and admitting

continuous derivatives up to the second order with respect to x and these

parameters in the domain 0 = aigA; 0^a2^h; 0 = a3^A; #o = #=^i-    The
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functions /i, /2 and f3 are otherwise arbitrary, but /4 is determined by G = 0

and the initial condition ut{x0) = «40. Let the limit of integration Xj. be a sim-

ilar function of the parameters a„ <r = l, 2, 3, i.e. a;i = #(ai, 02, a3).

By the ordinary rules of differentiation the differential of the integral I\,

which is also a function of the a„, is for «3 ( = constant)

(10) dh = [F^uuul, ■ ■■ , ut,u¡ ,x)Sx]Zí

+  f \(ßF1/dui)Sft+(ßFi/dui)Sfi]dx,

where bfi = {dFi/dai)5ai+{dfi/da2)Sa2+{dfi/da3)ôa3 and i is an umbral index

for the values 1,2,4, but not for 3, according to the convention that whenever

a literal suffix appears twice in a term that term is to be summed for values of

the suffix.* The variation of «3 in Fi is by hypothesis equal to zero, hence

í/,-0.
As already stated the variations of/i and/2 are to be arbitrary (except for

continuity properties), but we can not take the variation of/» to be arbitrary,

for it is determined by the differential equation of partial variation

{dG/duJSfi + {dG/dul )8j«' + {dG/duk)8fk + {dG/dul )8f¿ = 0,

where A is an umbral index taking on the values 1 and 2 only. Since dG/dui

does not vanish and is continuous in the interval by hypothesis, and, further-

more, since h{df/dx) = {d/dx)hf, this expression can be regarded as a first-

order differential equation for the determination of 8/4 in terms of 8/i and

5/2 and the initial value of 8/4 at x =x<>. Since we have supposed 8/4(*o) =0,

we may write

0/4 =   f 'ev'[{dGl/duk)bfk + {dGl/dul)bfl ]dt,

where the expressions of the form dGl /duk, etc. have meanings similar to

the corresponding ratios defined in (5). As in (5) we determine the value of

8/4' by differentiation of the above expression. If the values of 8/4 and bfl

so found be substituted in (10), it becomes

Fi5x]*> +  f   \[âFj/duk + {ßFy/Sul){SGl/Buk)\ifk

+ [dF1/dul+ {dF1/dul){dGl/du¿)]5f¿

+ [dFi/dui+{dF1/dul){dGl/dui)] j ey'[{dG¡/duk)8fk+{dGl/du¿)8f¿ ]dt\dx.

* See A. S. Eddington, The Mathematical Theory of Relativity, p. 50.
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An application of Dirichlet's formula to the iterated integral followed

by an interchange of the parameters x and t as before reduces the above

formula for 57i to

(10B)     5/i = Fibs]*1 + f J[dFi/dUk + {dFi/dui){dGl/duk)

+ (dG¡/duk)W1]ofk + [dFy/dui +(OF1/dui)(dGi/du¿)

+ (dGÍ/du¿)W1]&f¿~\dx,

Wi =   f  ev<[(dF1/dul)(dGl/dui) + dFt/du^dt.
J11

where

Since the/*(»;, au 02, a»), ¿ = 1, 2, have by hypothesis continuous second

derivatives with respect to x, the formula for integration by parts can be

applied to the second member of (10B), so that*

Six = [Fi«* + [dFjdui + (dFi/du¿)(dGl/dui) + (dGi/du¿)W1]&fk J

+ rTaiVa«* + (dFi/duDidGi/duu) + (,dG(/duk)Wi

-—[dFjdui + (dF1/dui)(dGi/du¿) + (dGi/du¿)W1]]sfkdx,
dx J

where k is umbral as before.

By definition bfk = (ßFk/dai)bait where * is umbral with range 1, 2, 3,

hence the variation of uk is given by 6uk = ukSx+Sfk. If the value of 5/»

defined by this equation be substituted in 57i, the following formula results:

57i = TaíVa«*' + [(dFi/duiXdGi/dui) + (öGl/dui)Wi][buk- u¿6x]\

+  f ToTVd«* + (.dFi/duiXdGi/duJ + (dGi/dujWi

-[dF^dui + (dFj/duOdSGi/dui) + (dGi/du¿)W1]\ofkdx.
dx J

We define an arc Ui = Ui(x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as an extremal arc if it has con-

tinuous derivatives dui/dx and d^Ui/dx* in the interval xtû*û*u and if,

furthermore, it satisfies the differential equation G(tii, ui, • • • , w4) ui, x) =0,

the set of two equations

* Hadamard, loc cit., p. 60.
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à r

(11)        dFi/dut + (ÔFi/duiXâGl/dUk) + {dGi/dut)Wx-[dFi/dui
dx

+ (ÔFt/duiKdGi/dUk' ) + (dGl/du¿ ) WÎ] = 0 (* - 1,2),

and a similar set for the integral I2.

If an extremal T is to maximize Ii for m3 constant, it is necessary that the

differential

5/i(r) = Fiixi + [dFx/dui + (dFx/duDdGl/duiW&u^xx) - «*'«*,]

vanish for all possible choices of 8xi and 8uk(xi), k = \, 2. We can thus state

the transversality theorem:

Theorem 2. If for an admissible arc T, one of whose end points is fixed

at Xq while the other varies over a V3 defined by m3 = constant and a differential

equation G = 0, the value Ii(T), for u3 = constant, G = 0, is a maximum with

respect to the values of Ii on neighboring admissible arcs, issuing from the same

fixed point 0, then at the intersection point 1 of T with V3, the directional

coefficients of V3 and the element (mi, u{ , ■ ■ ■ , u¿, x) of T must satisfy the

relations

Fi{ui,u{, • • • , ui,x) - [dFi/dul + {9Fi/dul){aGl/dui)]ui = 0,

dFi/dui + (dFj/duiXdGi/du/) = 0* (t = 1,2).

If we apply a similar analysis to the integral 72, for Mi and m2 constant, we

obtain a differential

oh (r) = FiSx! + [dF2/dui + (dF2/dui)(dGl/du3')][Su3(Xl) - «,'(*i)«*i]

along an extremal for the integral I2. If, therefore, T is also to maximize

I2 for Mi and u2 constant, then at 1, the intersection of T with V2, defined by

Mi = constant, m2 = constant and G = 0, it is necessary that the equations

F2(mi,Mi' , ■■ ■ ,ui,x)+ [dF2/du3' + (dFt/duiKdGi/duiÏÏui = 0,

dF2/dui + (dF2/dul)(dGi/dui) = 0

* From a consideration of the classical theory of the Lagrange problem with second end point

variable we would expect to have four transversality conditions instead of three as given by (12),

but we have not used the condition that Sut(xi) is arbitrary, since it is a function of arbitrary func-

tions Sfk, and hence we lack this condition. If we perform an integration by parts on the term in

ift' of (10), and then substitute for S/< as we did above, we obtain a term (3Fi/3«í')S/« besides terms

in Sfk. Since Sft is arbitrary at X\ it follows that dFi/dut = 0 at x = Xi. We may, therefore, by the help

of (12) write the transversality condition as

(12A) Ft(ui, «,', • • • ,««', x) - (dFi/dukluk' = 0,

dFi/duk' = 0 (* = 1,2,4).

The equations (12A) are the analogues of the usual transversality conditions. (See Bliss, loc. cit., p.

167.)
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hold. In equations (12) and (13) we have five equations for the determi-

nation of the four end values xh Wa(#i), A = l, 2, 3, of an extremal T. In

general, therefore, the problem of simultaneous maxima is not possible for

the case for which the second end parameter xi is required to be the same for

both 7i and 72. Hence, it will be understood in our work that Xi has, in general,

different values for 7i and 72. The conditions (12) and (13) are functional

in form and will be calledfunctional transversality conditions.

6. Analogue of the Weierstrass necessary condition. By the aid of the

expression for Ô7i(r) we can state the following theorem:

Theorem 3. The value of an integral 7i, taken along a two-parameter family

of extremal arcs En determined by the equations uk=fk(x, ai, a»), k = l, 2, 4,

G = 0, and the hyper surf ace u3=f3(x) = constant, one of whose end points, Xo,

is fixed while the other, xh varies, has a differential

dli = Fi(ui,Pi,u2,p2,u3,ui ,ui,pi,x)dx1

+ [dF^/dui + (dFjduDtdGi/dui^lduúxx) - pkdxx],

where at the point 1, the differentials dxi and duk are those belonging to V3 (u3 = con-

stant) described by the end points of the extremals, while the Ui, u3, pi and ui

refer to the extremal Em. The functions F\ and G have arguments («i, P\, u%,

P2, u3, ui, Ui, pt, x), where the pi, p2 and pi are the directional coefficients of

the extremal Em for u3 = constant.

There is an entirely analogous theorem for the integral 72. For 72 the

functions F2 and G have arguments («i, u{, u2, ui, u3, p3, ui} pit x).

The integral of dli corresponds to the Hubert integral and possesses sim-

ilar properties. In a manner analogous to the classical method of the calculus

of variations it is possible to obtain the necessary conditions of Weierstrass

and Legendre and to obtain sufficient conditions for relative strong and

weak maxima.* To do this we first define an extremal field in the sense in

which we shall use it in this chapter.

We shall say that a connected region R of the space («i, u2, u3, w«, *)

is a simply covered extremal field if there exists a family of extremals de-

pendent upon three parameters such that one and only one extremal of

this simply covered field passes through every point of R, and if, furthermore,

the directional coefficients duk/dx=ph(u\, • • • , ««, x), h = i, • • • , 4, of the

tangent to the extremal, which passes through the point («i, u2, u3, «4, x),

are continuous functions,  admitting continuous partial derivatives in R

* For the classical analysis see Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 364. See also Bliss, loc. cit., p. SO.
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up to the second order. We shall assume that such a field exists and that it

contains  V3.

It is quite evident that along an extremal arc of a field, the integral

I*=fdl\ has the same value as i\, for 8ui=piôx along an extremal, and the

integrand of I* thus reduces to the integrand of 1%.

To obtain an analogue of the Weierstrass condition we select a point (3)

on Eoi, the extremal which we are assuming to give the desired maximum, and

through this point (3), holding f3{x, ax, a2, a3)=u3{x) constant, pass an

otherwise arbitrary curve C12 with continuously turning tangent in R. We

note that R may be partly bounded by V3, so that when (3) is at (1) the curves

Cu are further limited.    Such a curve Cu will have equations Ui = Ui{t),

«2 = U2{t), «3 = U3{t), M4 = U4{t).

We join the fixed point 0 to a movable point 2 on Cn by a one-parameter

family of arcs E^, containing En as a member when the point 2 is in the

position 1. We choose the parameter t on C2i increasing as 2 moves towards

1, noting that the arc length j is a possible t. If £0i is to give a maximum

for admissible arcs in R, i.e., /1CE02+C21) á/i(-Eoi), where d2 and £02 are

obtained by putting a3 = 0, it follows that dIi{Eot+Cn)=dIi{Em — Cij)

must be ^0 for 2 sufficiently close to 1, and in particular at 1 itself, that

is, dIi{Ci2—-E02) ^0 must hold.

This differential is given by the value at the point 1 of the expression

FtiUi, U{,Ui, Ul,u3,ul,UA, Ul)8x

— Fi{ui, ul, M2, «2', «3, «3', «4,«4', x)8x

- [dFi/dul + {dFt/dulXdGl/dul)]^ - u¿8x],

the differentials in this expression belonging to the arc C12 and, therefore,

satisfying the equation 8m* = U¿ Sx. At the point 1 the coordinates of Cu

and £02 are equal, so that this expression can be written as

dh{Cn - E02) = [Fi(«i, Ul ,«2, Ul ,u3,ul ,««, Ul, x)

— Fi{ui,ul ,U2,ul ,u3,ul ,Ui,ul ,x)

- [Ul - ui][SFi/a»i + {dF^dulXdGl/du'WSx.

We shall call the coefficient of Sx in the above expression Eh because it

is an analogue of the Weierstrass E-iunction, f Since the differential

dIi{Cu—-Eoi) must be negative or zero for an arbitrarily selected point 1

and an arc C through it, we have the following theorem:

t Bliss, loc. cit., p. 130.
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Theorem 4. At every element (ui, ui, ■ ■ ■ , ui} ui, x) of an arc Em which

maximizes an integral 7j when u3 is not allowed to vary and which satisfies a

differential equation G(ui, «/,•■•, u4, ui, x)=0, the Weierstrass condition

(14) £i(«i, u{ , Ui , u2, u2 , U2 ,u3, ui , Ui, ui , Ui , x) = 0

must be satisfied for every admissible set (ui, Ui, «2, Ui, «s, «s', «4, Ui),

different from («1, u{, Ut, ui, u3, ui, uK, ui, x),for all values of the coordinates

(«1, «î, «s, «4, x) in the region R.

A similar analysis applied to the integral 72 yields the following theorem:

Theorem 5. At every element (uu u{, ■ ■ ■ , «4, ui, x) of an arc Em which

maximizes an integral 72 when U\ and u2 are not allowed to vary and which

satisfies a differential equation, G = 0, the condition

(15) £2(«i, ui , «2, ui , u3, ui , Ui , ui ,ui , VI, x) á 0

must be satisfied for every admissible set («1, u{ ,Ui,ui, u3, Ui, ui} Ui, x)

different from («i, u{, w2, ui, u3, ui, «4, ui, x), for all values of the coordinates

(«1, Ui, Ui, Ui, x) in the region R.

The conditions (11), (12), (13), (14) and (15) are necessary conditions

which must be satisfied by an arc Em which furnishes a solution of the prob-

lem of this paper. In the following paragraph another necessary condition

will be obtained.
7. Analogue of the Legendre necessary condition. For brevity we will

consider only the first integral 1%. If the function Fi(uu Ui, «¡¡, Ui, u3, ui,

«4, Ui, x) be expanded by means of Taylor's formula, the following ex-

pression is obtained:

Fi(«i, Ui ,ut, Ui ,u3,ui ,m4, Ui ,x) = F1(«lj Ui ,«2, Ui ,us,ui ,Ui, Ui ,x)

+ [U¿ - uiWdFt/dui + (dFi/duiXdui/dui)]

+ i [U¿ - ui][U¿ - u¿]dAlh/du¿,

where Aih=dFi/du¿ +(dFi/dui)(dui/du¿) and h and k are umbral

indices with range 1, 2. The arguments of Aih are («1, u{ +0(U{ —ui),

ut, ui +0(Ui -ui), «s, ui, uh ui +d(Ui-ui), x), where O<0<1. It

should be noted that in this formula u3 is not allowed to vary.

Since the partial derivative of G with respect to uk determines du{/du¿,

the function E\ is given by the formula

£i(«i,«i' ,U{, ■■■ , Ui,ui,Ui,x) = \(Ul - ul)(U{ - ui)(dAih/dui).

Let us write T = Ui-ui,W = Ui -ui and V = Ui - ui. We may then

by the help of (14) state the following theorem:
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Theorem 6. If the extremal E0i makes 7i a maximum when u3 is not al-

lowed to vary, and at the same time makes h a maximum when «i and «2 are

not allowed to vary, it is necessary that the quadratic differential forms

(16) T* [dA u/dul ] + TW[dAii/dul + dAn/dul ] + W%[dAu/dul ],

(17) V*[dA23/dul]

be definite negative forms for all systems of finite values of ul, ul, ul and ul,

when the point («i, «2, «3, w4, x) remains in the domain R.f

In (16) u3 is not allowed to vary and in (17) «i and «2 are not allowed to

vary. In particular if we let U¿ approach u¿ in (16) we obtain a condition

analogous to the Legendre condition.t

8. The analogue of the Jacobi condition. We proceed now to determine

an analogue of the Jacobi condition for the problem of simultaneous maxima.

Let Em and E03 be two extremals of a two-parameter family, u3 = constant,

«4(^0) =«4o, through the point 0, and suppose that these extremals touch an

envelope N of the family at their end points 2 and 3. Since the differential

dix of §6 is a total differential, w3 being constant, the integral I*=fdh

around a closed contour C is zero. As already pointed out in §6, I* along an

extremal is identically equal to Ii, hence

/1CE01) - h{E») = h*(Nn).

The differentials dx, dui} * = 1, • • • , 4, at a point of the envelope satisfy

the equations dui=pjdx with the slope p of the extremal tangent to N at

that point. It follows then that I*{Ni3) is the same as Ji(2V2s); hence the

following theorem:

Theorem 7. If Em and E<¡3 are two members of a two-parameter family,

«a=constant, of extremals through the fixed point 0, and if these touch an envelope

N of the family at their end points 2 and 3, then the values of the integral h

along the arcs Em, E03 and N3t satisfy the equation Ii{Eo2)+Ii{N32) =Ii{E<a)

for every position of the point 3 preceding 2 on N.

This theorem is the analogue of the envelope theorem of the calculus of

variations. § We have also a similar theorem for the integral Z2, for ux and «»

held constant.

t For definition of definite negative forms see M. Bôcher, Introduction to Higher Algebra, p. 150.

X Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 391.
§ Bliss, loc. cit., pp. 140-141.
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Consider now the value of // (0) = 57i(0) given by equation (10B) for

all end values fixed. Let \k(uu u{, ■ ■ ■ , m4, ui, x) and f»(«i, u{, • • • ,

Ui, ui, x) be, respectively, the coefficients of 5/* and 5/7 in this expression.

In order to simplify the notation further let bfk = £k. We can then write

(10B) as

7/(0) =  f   [\¿k + t¿¿]dx,

where k is umbral and ranges over 1 and 2 only. By a differentiation of this

expression we obtain

7/'(0) =   f   [(d\k/duh)Z¿h + (d\t/du¿)i¿b + (d\k/dUi)tëUi
J x,

+ (d\k/dui)£kôui + (dït/duMtâ + (dÇk/dui)Uti

+ (àÇk/dUi)U*Ui + (dÇk/dui)iii>ui}dx,

since ¿3 is zero by hypothesis. The variations Sm4 and bui are to be determined

by the equations of partial variation of §5. We could carry out the

substitution and application of Dirichlet's formula as before, and obtain an

equation analogous to Jacobi's differential equation.* As one can readily

see, this equation would be functional-differential in form, and would, there-

fore, be extremely difficult to handle. Instead of attempting to derive

Jacobi's condition rigorously by means of this equation, we shall content

ourselves with using a simpler and less rigorous method, f

According to the last theorem the value of 7X along the composite arc

Em+Na+Eii is always the same as its value along £02. Since N32 is not an

extremal, it can be replaced by an arc C34 giving 7i a larger value, and hence

7i(7¿oi) cannot be a minimum, t As a further necessary condition we must,

therefore, demand that there be no point 2 conjugate to 0 between 0 and 1

on a maximizing arc E0i which is an extremal, with a condition analogous to

the condition dîFi/dy'dy' ?*0 everywhere on it.

IV. Sufficient conditions for simultaneous maxima

9. Relative strong and weak maxima. By definition an extremal curve

£01 furnishes a strong relative maximum for an integral Ii when u3 is not

allowed to vary, if there exist a positive number e such that the integral

* Bliss, loc. cit., p. 163.

t Bliss, loc. cit., p. 141.
X To prove this we need to know that the functional-differential equations (9) defining an

extremal have a unique solution at an arbitrarily selected point and direction.
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Fi(ui,u{ , ■ ■ ■ , uA,ui ,x)dx
«i

is greater than the integral

Fi[mi + Wi(x), u[ + w[(x), • • • , m4 + wt(x), ul + wl(x), x]dx

for all possible forms of the functions w„, a = 1, • • • , 4, of class (I) in the

interval £o Ú oc ̂ *i, and satisfying the conditions*

(18) w,(xo) = 0 ;  | wa(x) | < e ; *o = * = *i-

When in addition to the conditions above the functions w„(x) satisfy

I wi{x) | <e for xaúx^xx, an extremal curve (mi, m2, m3, m4, a;) furnishes a

weak relative maximum.^

10. Sufficient conditions for a maximum. By means of the definition of

an extremal field of §6 and the definitions of strong and weak relative maxima

of §9 we are now in a position to write sufficient conditions for both strong

and weak relative maxima.

Theorem 8. If £0i is an extremal arc and if the conditions (14) and (15)

without the equality sign are satisfied at every element (u\, u[, • ■ ■ , m4, ul, x)

in a neighborhood R', contained in R, of the corresponding elements of E0l

for every admissible set (mi, Ul, ■ ■ ■ , m4, Ul, x) such that in (14) the expressions

(U{ —ul) and (U2 —u2) are not both zero and yet Ul —ul =Q, and, further-

more, in (15) (Ul —ul) is not zero and yet U{ —u{=0 and Ul —u2 =0, and

if, finally, there is no point 2 conjugate to 0 between 0 and 1 on En, then 7i(jEoi)

is a strong relative maximum when u3 is not allowed to vary, and I2(E01) is a

strong relative maximum when u\ and m^ are not allowed to vary.

The conditions for a weak relative maximum do not require that the

Weierstrass conditions be satisfied.

Theorem 9. If E0i is an extremal arc and if the Legendre conditions (16)

and (17) without the equality sign are satisfied at every set of values (ux, u{,

• • • , m4, m4 , x) on this arc, and if there is no point 2 conjugate to 0 between

0 and 1 on £0i, then Ii(E0i) is a weak relative maximum when u3 is not allowed

to vary, and I2(Eoi) is a weak relative maximum when U\ and m2 are not allowed to

vary.

* If w(x) is a continuous function admitting a continuous derivative in *oá*á*i, we shall

say that it belongs to the class (I) in the interval (*o*i). See E. Goursat, Cours d'Analyse Mathé-

matique, vol. 3, p. 547.

t These are the classical definitions given by Goursat, loc. cit., pp. 612-613.
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Although the above sufficient conditions apply strictly to the generalized

Lagrange problem, by a slight modification they can be made to apply to

the classical problem where only one integral Ix is considered. Thus, allowing

«3 to vary in Fx requires that the subscript A in (14) and (IS) take on the

values 1, 2, 3 instead of 1 and 2 only. The arguments of Fx and G in all of

the relations must of course be changed so that Ul is given a proper place.

In as much as this change will be obvious to the careful reader no attempt

to write the corresponding conditions for the classical problem will be made

here.

The sufficiency theorems for the general problem when one end point is

variable differ from those just given in that the transversality conditions must be

adjoined*

V.   Integral equation treatment of the problem of Lagrange for

MORE THAN ONE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

11. Equations of variation. It is readily seen that the analysis of the

preceding chapter applies to the problem of Lagrange for one differential

equation. By introducing the theory of Volterra integral equationsf this

analysis can be modified to apply to the Lagrange problem for more than one

differential relation and to the more general problem for which the differential

relation is replaced by a functional relation of the type referred to in the

introduction. Since the method employed in solving the problem for two

differential equations is perfectly general, we need only discuss this case.

Our problem is to determine, through two fixed points 0 and 1 in the

hyperspace («i, w2, «3, x), a curve En which satisfies two differential equations

Gk{ux, ul, «2, «2', «3, ul, M4, ul, x) = 0, A = 1, 2, and which furnishes a maxi-

mum for an integral

F{ux,ul ,u2,ul ,u3,ul ,uitul ,x)dx.
».

We assume the Gk to be functionally independent, i.e.

dGx/dul   dGi/dul
AG= 5¿ 0

dGi/dul   dGi/dul

in the region under consideration, and to possess continuous second-order

partial derivatives with respect to «1, ul, «2, ul, u3, ul, «4, ul, x. Although

* Bliss, loc. cit., pp. 169-170.
t For the theory of Volterra integral equations see V. Volterra, Leçons sur les Equations Intégrales.
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we have chosen both ends fixed, it is not necessary to make this assumption,

as will appear presently. Let us first consider the problem stated above for

both end points fixed.

Let the maximizing curve £0i, if such a curve exist, be the one defined by

the equations

Up = Zp(x) (P = 1,2),

»3 = y(x) (xt ¿ x S xi)

and write

«3 = y + 0(x,a) ; up = zP +fp(x,a) (p = 1,2),

where 0 and fv are functions continuous with their second derivatives with

respect to x and a, and which vanish when a vanishes. This notation for the

Ui, ¿ = 1,2,3, is used to indicate that u3 is to be regarded as the function whose

variation is independent. We assume the variations of «i and u2 to be de-

termined by the end values Wi(a;o) =«io, u2(x^)=uw and the differential

equations of total variation

2

(19)     (dGk/dy)5d + (dGk/dy'W +  Y,[(dGk/dzp)ôfp + (dGk/dz¿)8fp' ] = 0

(k = 1,2)

obtained by substituting the values of u{ given above in the differential

equations G* = 0, differentiating with respect to a and then setting a = 0. As

we showed in §3 this is consistent with the assumption that 0 is a fixed end

point.

If these same values of w< be substituted in F, the integral 7 becomes a

function of the parameter a and yields on differentiation with respect to

this parameter

(dl/da)0a =   f \(dF/dy)8d + (dF/dy'W + (dF/dzr)ôfr + (dF/dzi)8fi]dx,
J x,

where r is an umbral index with range 1, 2 corresponding to p with range 1,2.

12. Dependent variations by the theory of Volterra integral equations.

In the classical treatment of this problem, Lagrange multipliers are intro-

duced at this stage, but they can be advantageously avoided by integrating

equation (19) with respect to x between the limits xa and x, where x^x-^Xi.

If we perform this integration, replace x under the integral sign by s, and

then perform an integration by parts on the terms which involve the primed

variations, we obtain
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(20) (dGk/dzí)8fr + (dGk/dy')8d +   f  \dGk/dy-(dGk/dy')\eds

+ f \dGk/dzr - —(dGk/dzi)\frds = 0,

for, since 50 vanishes at xq, the 5/r must also vanish if the determinant AG

is not zero in x<> ;£ x=x\. We take r umbral as before.

The variations 5/r are then determined by the system of Volterra integral

equations

(21) bfr(x) = 4>,(x) + f* Krp(x,s)8fp(s)ds (r-1,2),

where by definition

*,(*) = Ahr(x)\(dGh/dy')Se+  f  [ dGh/dy - — (dGk/dy')\>0ds~\,

Krp(x,s) = Ahr(x)[(dGh(s)/dzp) - -(dGh(s)/dz;)\

where h and p are umbral indices having ranges 1,2, and Akr is the cofactor

of the corresponding element of AG divided by — AG.

These integral equations form a Volterra system of the second type for

the determination of the 5/r, uniquely, if the kernels Krp(x, s) are finite and

integrable in the interval x0 = s = x = *i.*

If AG^O on the range x0^s^x^xi, the Krp(x, s) will be finite and in-

tegrable on the range because of the continuity requirements on the G*.

The unique solution of the system is, therefore,

(22) 8fr(x) = 4>r(x) +   f STp(x,s)<l>p(s)ds,
J x,

where p is umbral with range 1, 2 and Srp(x, s) is the resolvent kernel of

Krp(x, s) denned by the equations

K}p(x,s) = - Krp(x,s),

Ktp(x,s) =   f  K'k(x,t)K^(l,s)dt,

Srp(x,s) = ^2Kfp(x,s).

* Volterra; loc. cit., p. 71.
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If we substitute in (22) the values of <j>r{x) and <f>p{s) as given by their defini-

tions, then apply Dirichlet's formula to the iterated integral of the result,

and then interchange the parameters of integration, we may write the var-

iation of 8/, as

(23) 8fr{x) = WT{x)8B +  f  VT{x,s)86ds,

where by definition

Wr{x) =Akr{x){dGh/dy'),

Vr{x,s) = AhT{x)]dGh/dy - — {dGh/dyf)\+ Ahp{s)Srp{x,s){dGh/dy')

+ Ahp{s{dGh/dy - — {dGh/dy')\ f Srp{x,t)dt,

and where h and p are umbral indices with range 1,2.

By differentiation with respect to x we obtain

(24) 8fl{x) = — [WrS8] + VT{x,x)86 +   {' [dVr{x,s)/dx]SOds.
dx Jx,

13. Eulerian equations. A substitution of 8/r(x) and hfl {x) in the first

variation of I followed by an application of Dirichlet's formula as before

yields

{dl/da)8a =   f XdF/dy + {dF/dzT)Wr{x) + Vr{x,x){dF/dzl) + T{x)]86dx

+  f   [{dF/dy'W + {dF/dz!)d{WToO)/dx]dx,
J X,

where

T{x) =   r\{dF/dzT)VT{s,x) + {dF/dzl){dVr{s,x)/ds)]ds.
J x.

An integration by parts performed on the primed terms yields

/•«i                                                                                    d[dF/dy + {dF/dzT)WT + VT{x,x){dF/dzl) + T{x)-{dF/dy')
xt                                                                                         dx

- Wr—{dF/dzr)]8edx.
dx

In order that 8/ vanish for all 80 it is necessary that the coefficient of 80

in the above integral vanish and hence
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(25) dF/dy + (dF/dzr)Wr + Vr(x,x) (dF/dzi) + T(x)-(dF/dy')
dx

- WT—(dF/dzi) = 0,
dx

where r is an umbral index with range 1,2.

It is well to note that the function T(x) is an integral involving the re-

solvent kernel of the system of Volterra integral equations defining the

variations. If some variable other than u3 had been chosen to be independent,

a different set of conditions of the type (25) would result, but presumably

the new set would be equivalent to (25).

If one or both end points were variable, the problem could still be

treated by the methods of this paragraph. For this case equation (20) would

contain terms in 50(a;o), Ô0(îCi), bfT(x0), Sfr(xi). These terms could be carried

all the way through the analysis and would yield transversality conditions

in a new form. This interesting problem will not be attacked in the present

paper.

VI. Further generalizations

14. Problem for functional relations. A special problem in which a

linear integral equation replaces the first-order differential equation G = 0

has already been considered.* We desire now to consider the more general

problem of determining a curve Em of the space («i, u2, u3, x) satisfying funo-

tional relations

Gk(Ui,ui ,u2,ui ,u3,ui ,x)

(26) x

=   I   Pk(ui,ui ,Ui,ui ,u3,ui ,x,s)ds (A =1,2),

such that an integral

7=|   F(ui,ui ,u2,ui ,u3,ui ,x)dx
J x*

is a maximum. We may suppose the end parameter x0 and the corresponding

end values Ui(x0), *«-l, 2, 3, to be fixed, although this is not necessary.

Let us, for the sake of brevity, also suppose Xi and the corresponding end

values of the m< to be fixed.

If the Ui are replaced by functions satisfying the same conditions as the

corresponding functions of §11, the functional equations (26) become relations

involving the parameter a and yield by parametric differentiation

* A mathematical theory of competition, loc. cit., p. 173.
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{âGk/dy)ôO + {dGk/dy')W + {dGk/âzr)6fr+ {dGk/âzl)ôfl

=   f   [{dPk/dy)86 + {dPk/dy')bd'

+ {dPk/dzr)5fr + {dPk/dzl )«/,' )ds ( A = 1,2),

where r is umbral with range 1,2.

An integration with respect to x followed by an integration by parts on

the primed variations yields

{dGk/dy')S6 +  f  \dGk/dy - — {âG./dy'Uôe ds + {âGk/âzl)Sfr

+ f \dGk/dzT - j{dGk/dzl)\ofrds

=   f   [{dP./dy^&e + {dPk/dz!)ofr]ds

+ /X ** Í ' \\dPk/dy ~ jt(dP"/dy'))se

-(dpk/dzr - —{dpk/dz'r yjsfAdt,+\

where for convenience in notation the parameter of integration x has been

changed to s.

If we apply Dirichlet's iormula to the iterated integral, we can write this

expression as

{dGk/dzl)Sfr = - {âGk/ây')ô8 -  f  \dGk/dy - — {dGk/dy') - dPk/dy'
J x„ L ds

-{x- s)(dPk/dy-{dPk/dy')X\ôdds

-     ÇX\dGk/dZr   - —{dGk/dzl)   -  dPk/dz'T

-   {X-  s)(dPk/dZr - — {dPk(dzl ) jl bfr ds .

As far as the variations of S/r and 80 are concerned this expression is of

the same form as (21), if dGk/dzl is not zero on the range xo^s^x^xi. The

analysis of the preceding section, therefore, applies from this point.
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15. Further extensions. The extension to the case of more than one in-

dependent variable is obtained by placing a subscript on y in the above

equations and regarding this subscript as an umbral index of the proper range.

The problem of simultaneous maxima for more than one differential or

integral relation can be treated by this same method, since, if there are two

integrals and two independent variables m3 and m4, equation (25), with the

proper arguments for Fh F2 and G* substituted, is a necessary condition

that a curve £oi in the space (mi, m2, m3, m4, x) satisfy differential equations

Gk{uh ul, ■ ■ • , m4, ul, x) =0, k = 1, 2, and make an integral

I =   \   Fi(ui,u{ , • • • , m4,m4' ,x)dx

a maximum when m4 is not allowed to vary.

A discussion of the corresponding problems for variable end points should

lead to analogues of the Weierstrass and Legendre necessary conditions and

to sufficient conditions for strong and weak relative maxima.

The assumption that the admissible arcs have continuously turning tan-

gents is by no means necessary. If we make assumptions on admissible arcs

similar to those of Part II, we can obtain the analogues of the more general

Euler equations (7) and (8), by integrating by parts the terms in 86 instead of

those in ôf?'. The analogues of the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions*

follow readily from the Euler equations in the form (7) and (8).

* Bliss, loc. cit., p. 143, and O. Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, 1909, p. 366.
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